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The Situation
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012 will be remembered as a
watershed year in
personal computing.
Increasingly consumers
are opting for tablets instead of PCs. Mobile
Internet use is accelerating and threatens to
surpass Internet use
from desktops sooner
than analysts had anticipated.
Estimates are that
some 117 million tablet
computers were sold
worldwide in 2012 and expectations are that another
165 million will likely be purchased in 2013. Tablets are
replacing laptops and other devices as consumers use
this one device to meet multiple needs — as a laptop,
television, telephone and camera thereby reducing the
need for multiple devices. Tablets also represent the
next evolutionary step in the mobility continuum, having
been purpose-built for “anywhere” access to carrier networks. Users are now free to wander beyond the conﬁnes of home and ofﬁce while remaining connected to
the Internet. This change in user preference has lit the
fuse of ‘Tablet Wars’.
In this battle, there are four major players slugging it
out for supremacy: Google; Microsoft; Amazon; and Apple.

Order of Battle
The Google “Nexus 7” is the company’s chance to ﬁnally
gain a strong footing in mobile hardware; and if sales are
any indicator, it’s a runaway success. This popular tablet,
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produced in partnership
with Asus, is reportedly
outselling all other previous Android-powered
tablets in just three
months. The Android
operating system remains open source,
meaning that it is publicly available and free
to all, ensuring a plentiful supply of potential
applications (Apps) for
users. This is unique
amongst the tablet
players and allows
Android phones to keep
a lower price point since the operating system is essentially free. The pricing advantage of Android-based
phones is one of the reasons for their high penetration in
price-sensitive markets. This said, Google is eyeing the
fat margins Apple gets in selling ancillary entertainment
content offered through the various ‘Apple’ stores in its
closed, proprietary universe. Google has already begun
vertical integration efforts, purchasing Motorola Mobility
in 2011, thus becoming a hardware vendor
Microsoft was fast becoming irrelevant in a post-PC
world so to combat this they recently introduced the
“Microsoft Surface” tablet. A business-friendly tablet
that could revolutionize the market and essentially open
up an entirely new category by tapping into high proﬁt
margin hardware and more importantly, giving Windows
a new purpose in the mobile age. In Microsoft’s favour
is the “BYOD” (Bring Your Own Device) movement
sweeping across ofﬁces everywhere. BYOD enables consumer devices to be used for work. The “BYO” technol-
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Tablet Wars (Continued)
ogy trend at ofﬁces is supported by estimates that a
proﬁts and margins are likely to lose momentum. Apple will
large percentage of businesses have already purchased
simply have to evolve beyond the iPhone in the next few
iPads for staff. Microsoft’s advantage in this case would
years as the device hits critical mass and margins combe the availability of genuine Ofﬁce applications running
press. Stronger competition from cheaper hardware is beon the tablet which would very much appeal to the enginning to have an impact on Apple’s penetration rate as
terprise. The Surface represents the ﬁrst tablet that is
recent ﬁgures show that Apple's dominance of the tablet
compatible with business networks, almost all of which
market has declined to 50 percent in the Third Quarter
are built around a Microsoft-centric infrastructure.
2012, down from 65% the previous quarter.
Microsoft has been late to the party before and ended
Google is pursuing a similar low-cost strategy with
up turning the sector completely around – witness the
the Nexus tablet, proﬁting by driving trafﬁc to the
company’s embarrassingly delayed research engine earning cash from adAny
device
will
fail
in
sponse to the Internet then dominated
vertising and through-clicks rather
by Netscape. Within short order, the the market if developers than by the sale of digital or physical
seemingly indestructible Netscape was
goods. Like Amazon, Google sells the
do not write apps to
gone and Microsoft’s Internet Explorer
Nexus 7 tablet on a low-margin basis,
support the user.
became the de facto standard. Will hisaiming to really proﬁt from tablets
tory repeat?
only after they are in owners’ hands
The Amazon Kindle redrew the publishing
via their services businesses.
landscape and some say the little e-reader
While Amazon and Google
broke new ground for the Apple iPad by
attempt to win share by price,
proving the concept of the tablet. The
Microsoft is taking Apple on di“Kindle Fire” ﬁrst debuted in late
rectly: The ‘Surface’ sells for a
2011 and has dominated the
premium price of $699, suggestlow end of the tablet market
ing that Microsoft's — not Apple's
— a ﬁrst-generation Kindle
— device has higher margins. If
currently goes for $159. But
things go well, Microsoft could capture
strangely enough, Amazon has
as much as 10 percent of sales by 2016,
never made money on these revolutionGartner Research estimates. That's still
ary Kindles. Rather, they appear to be selling
far behind Apple, but not bad for a latethem at cost simply to get a foothold in the content
comer.
space where the real money is made. In fact, Amazon is
However, Apple has one other huge critical
nearly giving Kindles away by selling them below cost.The
success factor — Apps. Apple recently surpassed
new “Kindle Fire HD” for example is retailing at $199. Why?
275,000 iPad apps. That’s an order of magnitude higher
Because once users have a Kindle, they will buy books,
than the 4,000 in the Windows Store. Any device will fail
movies and more from Amazon’s marketplace resulting in
in the market if developers do not write apps to support
higher margins and greater sales volume and better profthe user – witness the RIM Playbook.
its. However, the tablet landscape is not yet fully formed
In the short term, the expanded iPad family will conso Amazon must remain relevant and catch on with a
tinue to dominate the tablet world. Apple’s momentum
broad base of consumers for this business model to work.
is simply too great. But the Surface proves that
Apple has traditionally made large proﬁt margins on
Microsoft is serious about taking control of its destiny
hardware sales but the Company’s mega-growth and plush
and will obviously not rely on their hardware partners
margins really depends on what comes next. Consider that
for help. The mere existence of this device has already
two-thirds of Apple’s proﬁts come from the iPhone and that
spurred Windows 8 device makers to step up their game
Android has all but caught up with the iPhone in terms of
— or at least to lower their prices. That’s a sure-ﬁre sign
phone features and functionality. On the other hand, iPad
that a true tablet war is upon us.
margins are nearly half what they are for iPhones. From
BIAS owns all four of the following equities menthose numbers alone, absent iPhone’s breakneck growth,
tioned here: Google, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft.
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Why Special Dividends?

U

S equity markets have witnessed a rush of news
around companies declaring special cash dividends. This comes as investors brace for what
may be a signiﬁcant tax increase on qualiﬁed dividends in the New Year. To clarify, qualiﬁed dividends for tax purposes are
deﬁned as:
Dividend that must —
• be paid between January 1, 2003 and
December 31, 2012,
• be paid by a US corporation, by a corporation incorporated in a US possession,
by a foreign corporation located in a country that is eligible for beneﬁts under a US tax
treaty that meets certain criteria, or on a foreign corporation’s stock that can be readily traded
on an established US stock market (e.g. an
American Depositary Receipt or ADR), and
• meet holding period requirements: You must have
held the stock for more than 60 days during the
121-day period that begins 60 days before the exdividend date.
According to Markit, a recognized global data ﬁrm,
since the start of the Fourth Quarter 2012, a record 103
companies have announced they will pay special dividends before the end of the year. Moreover, the ﬁrm
forecasts that 123 companies will announce special
fourth-quarter dividends, compared to the previous average of just 31. Reasons given relate to the changes
coming in the US tax law. Major companies such as
Costco, Las Vegas Sands, Paychex, and Wal-Mart have
declared special dividends or have moved up quarterly
dividend payments so as to avoid the tax increase from
15 percent to 20 percent at a minimum, to as much as
39.5 percent depending on the outcome of the ‘ﬁscal
cliff’ negotiations. These ﬁgures do not take into account a supplementary tax of 3.8 percent on investment
income to pay for the President’s health-care law which
will also take effect in the New Year.
Possibly, the driver of this largesse is the result of
US corporate incentive schemes related to stock option
awards. Many major US corporations offer employees
two versions of stock options as an inducement to remain with the company. Incentive Stock Options (ISO)

and
Restricted
Stock Options
(RSO). ISO’s do
not ﬁgure into the
equation since these awards pay no dividends until the
recipient exercises the option, but RSO’s do in a big way.
The way RSO’s work is that an employee is awarded
common stock that vest at some point in the future —
usually ten years. The shares are issued at the closing
market price just prior to the date they are awarded so
that over the ten or so years one hopes — and the employees are encouraged to work — to increase the value
of the company so the shares will rise. The value of the
award is tax deferred until they expire or mature but in
the meantime the recipient is entitled to the dividends!
The favourable tax treatment on qualiﬁed dividends
that are distributed quarterly will, over time, result in a nice
addition to one’s pay packet. Moreover, since the higher-up
the food chain one is, the more RSO’s one receives as the
size of most awards is based on salary or salary plus bonus.
So there you are! Senior executives with several years
of service build up plump RSO accounts, all the while
drawing quarterly dividends. With the imminent change
to the tax laws and the consequent impact on the tax advantages of qualiﬁed dividends executives have every
reason to declare large special distributions or accelerate
2013 dividend payments into 2012. This has very little to
do with current year earnings of the underlying company.
Going forward, however, once tax changes are put
in place we suspect that special dividend declarations
will return to the long term averages between 15 and 40
instances in coming years.

Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking statements including, but not limited to, statements that are predications of or indicate
future events, trends, plans, or objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because by their nature they are subject to known and
unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from projected results due to numerous factors, many of which are beyond our control.
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Performance

(as at 31st December 2012)

SHORT DURATION INCOME FUND

Benchmark:
Citigroup 1-3yr Treas Index

Performance

Risk:

Inception Date:
December 29, 2006

Short Duration Fund -0.28%

Benchmark

low

high

Q4/12

2-Year

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

0.26%

0.25%

1.18%

1.92%

0.06%

0.43%

0.95%

1.41%

3.09%

Q4/12

1-Year

GLOBAL BALANCED FUND

Benchmark:*
Blended Composite†

Performance

Risk:

Inception Date:
December 29, 2006

Balanced Fund

0.17%

Benchmark

low

high

2-Year

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

5.14%

0.09%

2.85%

1.01%

1.47%

8.87%

2.71%

4.87%

1.81%

Q4/12

1-Year

GLOBAL DIVIDEND INCOME FUND

Benchmark:*
S&P Global 1200 Index

Performance

Risk:

Inception Date:
September 28, 2012

Dividend Fund

-1.76%

Benchmark

low

high

2-Year

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

—

—

—

—

2.35%

—

—

—

—

Q4/12

1-Year

GLOBAL EQUITIES FUND

Benchmark:*
S&P Global 1200 Index

Performance

Risk:

Inception Date:
December 29, 2006

Equities Fund

0.11%

Benchmark

2.35%

low

high

*Prior to April 1, 2012 benchmark was FTSE World Equity Index.

1-Year

2-Year

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

4.73%

-2.20%

1.70%

-2.15%

13.83%

1.79%

4.44%

-1.22%

† 60% S&P Global 1200 Index/ 20% Citigroup 1-3Yr Treas. Index/ 20% Citigroup 3-7 Yr Treas. Index

Management Commentary

Equities Q4 2012

Fixed Income Q4 2012

Currencies Q4 2012
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n Fourth Quarter 2012, equity price volatility returned as global equity markets declined into mid-quarter. From late November
on, global stocks rallied as eurozone ministers agreed to a tighter regulatory regime by
authorising the ECB to oversee the region’s
20 largest banks. Further, economic data
from China showed improvement signalling
an end to the slowdown in Asia’s largest
economy. Perversely, the decline in US markets came on fears that a compromise on the
‘ﬁscal cliff’ would prove elusive. The top performing regions were Europe and Asia while
the top three sectors included Finance,
Consumer Discretionary, and Industrials.

onger-dated Treasury yields were
volatile in the Fourth Quarter but ultimately ended higher on speculation
President Obama and Congress would
reach a deal on the ‘ﬁscal cliff’ and on signs
of improvement on the eurozone’s sovereign debt crisis. Yields on the very shortest
Treasuries fell slightly in the quarter as the
Fed announced that the Fed Funds rate will
remain low until US unemployment declines to 6.5 percent. Corporate bonds had
another good quarter and delivered strong
results owing to high investor demand for
top-rated issuers that offer relatively better
yields than Treasuries.

he US dollar weakened against the euro
in Fourth Quarter as eurozone ﬁnance
ministers and the IMF broke a deadlock on
reducing Greece’s long-term debt and authorised the ECB to regulate the region’s 20
largest banks. Boosted by a stronger euro,
other European currencies appreciated
against the dollar as well with the
Norwegian krone as the region’s strongest
performer. The Canadian dollar depreciated
against the greenback on weaker economic
data. The Japanese yen depreciated against
the dollar on the likelihood that opposition
leader Shinzo Abe was to become Japan’s
next Prime Minister.
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